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Important notice

Disclaimer

This presentation is strictly confidential and may not be copied, published, distributed or transmitted in whole or in part, by any
medium or in any form for any purpose. The information in this presentation is being provided by Fastbase (the “Company” or
“Fastbase”) and is subject to change without any notice. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the
accuracy, completeness or fairness of the presentation and the information contained herein and no reliance should be placed
on such information. No responsibility is accepted for any liability for any loss howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, from
this presentation or its contents.

This presentation has been prepared for information purposes only and is not an offer or invitation to buy or sell any securities,
nor shall any part, or all, of this presentation form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract or investment
decision in relation to any securities. This presentation contains forward-looking statements based on the currently held beliefs
and assumptions of the management of the Company, which are expressed in good faith and, in their opinion, reasonable.
Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause the actual
results, financial condition, performance, or achievements of the Company or industry results, to differ materially from the
results, financial condition, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Given
these risks, uncertainties and other factors, recipients of this document are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these
forward-looking statements. The Company disclaims any obligation to update these forward-looking statements to reflect
future events or developments.

The distribution of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this
presentation comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. By attending this presentation you
acknowledge that you will be solely responsible for your own assessment of the market and the market position of the
Company and that you will conduct your own analysis and be solely responsible for forming your own view of the potential
future performance of the business of the Company.
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Fastbase Introduction 

* As of November 2020 3

Introduction

Conjoining Fastbase proprietary company database with the web traffic from actually just about 1.2 million 
websites from leading companies and brands globally, Fastbase is revealing every website visitor to these 
websites.
Monitoring and compiling this web traffic, Fastbase is analysing a constantly growing number of 10 billion 
website visitors each month, depicting their search keywords/ phrases and their specific website visits.
Fastbase is transforming statistic web analytics into specific knowledge and identification of web traffic.

Intelligent Lead Generation 
Built upon Google Platforms 

Fastbase SaaS solutions built upon Google Analytics offer B2B companies powerful tools to identifying website 
visitors, insights and intelligence about their online behaviors, interaction and interests disrupting a global 
US$ 170 billion web analytics, online marketing and leads generation market.



Fastbase Business Opportunity

Companies 
are ready

Game changer

Since the launch in June 2016 Fastbase has obtained +120,000* Google Analytics user sign-ups hence given 
permission to collect visitor data from +1,200,000* business websites, thus compiling data from more than 
2.6 billion* visitors per week thus provides significant in-depth information about a company’s website 
visitors adding continuously and simultaneously to Fastbase database. 

Highly scalable

Fastbase is revolutionizing website analytics, B2B online marketing and lead generation by enabling the 
identification of all visitors to a company’s website with detailed information and contact details.
Monitoring and compiling all website traffic, Fastbase is offering trailblazing insights and intelligence about 
B2B website behaviour and online marketing transference.  

Lead generation is acknowledged to be the paramount B2B company challenge but 97% of website visitors 
remain unidentified. The value – and the need - to obtain identification of the 97% incognito website visitors, 
with detailed company data and contacts information, is evident for both Lead Generation and B2B online 
marketing impact and efficiency.

From a short and mid-term perspective the market comprises approximately 50M websites using Google 
Analytics and +900.000* Google Ads clients spending yearly beyond US$ 85 billion. 
High growth and sustainable market propositions with the permission from Google Analytics to compile the 
traffic of up to 80 billion visitor per day from all Fastbase website sign ups.

Monitoring and compiling data from 2,6 billion* web visitors every week continuously creating 
the world largest B2B website intelligence and analytics database 

* As of November 2020

Strong market
penetration
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Strong business models
Business overview

B

Self service tools for B2B online marketing Webleads add-on for Google Analytics

The capability to compile websites traffic 
and integrate with proprietary company 
databases enables Fastbase to delivering 
precise and detailed information, data and 
contacts details in unlimited segments. 
The backbone of the service is the 
proprietary company database with 
detailed information about +170 million 
companies and +300 million business 
contact worldwide.

B2B online marketing enforcement through 
website behaviour and interaction insights 
and intelligence. Be it online campaigning, 
website optimisation, content management 
or e-mail marketing.  

The dynamically growing company database and compilation of website traffic are the backbone of 
Fastbase enabling a unprecedented ability to analyse B2B website behaviour, interaction and online 

marketing transference.

Self service tools to generate new leads

The option to sign-up to Fastbase WebLeads® as freemium through Google 
Analytics has lead to an exponential growth of website sign-up generating a second-

to-none database of B2B website traffic.

Profile of website visitors with detailed 
company information and contact details 
is taking web analytics Lead Generation to 
a new level.

Online Marketing Web Analytics Lead Generation

IP Marketing                   Adwords tool

Email marketing           Adwords Optimizer

Sales data                      Search leads

Similar leads                Data enrichment
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Businessoverview
Who are Fastbase’s customers?

980,000 companies and brands are early users of Fastbase’s product
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1.2 million companies and top brands signed up to WebLeads for Google Analytics powered by Fastbase



Businessoverview
Customer breakdown by sector

Fastbase’s add-ons appeal to a wide range of industries and sectors globally, incl. institutions and public authorities

Top  
brands

Digital  
marketing

Organisation

Fortune  
500

Online brands

Public  
companiesMedia &  

News

Data
providers

Sales &CRM  
systems

Universities

Investment  
companies

Consumer  
brands
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Core revenue streams

Fastbase AdWords automated campaigning

Fastbase Automated Emails
Monthly subscription

Online Marketing

Fastbase InMarket Leads
Specific Leads brokerage

Lead Generation

Fastbase keyword w. lead price ad spend cut 4%

Fastbase Keywords w. lead price
Monthly subscription

Fastbase WebLeads
Basic sign up
Premium subscription (monthly)
Premium subscription (1-year payment)
Premium+ subscription

Fastbase Pricing Schemes

Freemium
US$ 49.00 / month
US$ 351.00 / Year
US$ 375.00 /month

US$   4% Ad-Spend cut

US$   9.00  / User

US$   1.00-9.00  / per lead

US$   79.00  / per month

US$   N/A   (price not determined)
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Fastbase IP targeted Online Marketing US$   N/A   (price not determined)



Core revenue streams

WebLeads for Google Analytics
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Web Visitor Tracking
WebLeads 6.0 for Google Analytics tracking tools 
allow you to explore which companies and 
organizations are showing interest in your 
business - what they specifically are looking at and 
what they are searching for.

Qualified Leads
WebLeads 6.0 filters your website traffic into 
business leads and unidentifiable visitors (typically 
through ISPs) so you can take quicker action with 
your leads. View by options such as location and 
business category.

Verified Business Contacts
WebLeads 6.0 provides detailed information about 
your web visitors including company name, 
website, key employees, phone number, contact 
email and visitor interaction - everything you need 
to boost your sales and marketing. Easy export of 
your leads into Excel or your CRM platform.

WebLeads Subscription Levels
WebLeads is available as Lite, Premium and 
Premium+. Upon registration you will be able to try 
Premium/Premium+ for 30 days as a free trial and 
then continue on with a Premium subscription or 
defer to Lite which is free but with limited features.



Financial highlights
Revenue model

Fastbase financial matrix

The starting point is  
the sign-up of free  

users. User traffic is  
driven by promotional  

activities.

Subject to an ‘activity  
ratio’ a proportion of  

the free users will  
convert to active users

All users visiting  
Fastbase at least twice  

within 30 days are  
considered ‘Active  

users’. Active users form  
the basis for converting  

to paid users

Conversion
ratio

Subject to a ‘conversion  
ratio’ a proportion of  
the active users will  

convert to paying users

Free users Activity ratio Active users Churn Paying users

A certain churn ratio is  
included

Finally, a proportion  
of the users are  

converted to paying  
users. The  

subscription fee is  
spread among the 3  
subscription types

Subject to the inputs chosen, Fastbase currently operates with the base case as described on the followingpages

Premium

Enterprise

Agency
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Strategic considerations
Fastbase Stairway to Heaven

Through continuous product development Fastbase will deliver increasingly more sophisticated and valuabledata

Stairway-to-heaven:

The product development strategy  
follows a three-way approach: 
Capture,  Analyze and Action. By 
following these  stairway process, 
Fastbase can provide the next 
generation Data Management 
Platform in Q4 2020.

Time

Scale

WebLeads
Add-on for Google Analytics to identify website visitors and their ”behavior/interaction“ - Big Data & Reversed IP

Launch of LeadScore (Beta) Sales and marketing tools to generate more hot and qualified leads
Launch of WebLeads 6.0 in December (Beta)

Online Marketing integration:
Google Ads application for B2B, Email automation
Advanced Live chat with real-time visitor tracking 

Full Stack Self-service Data Management Platform  (DMP)
Allow businesses to identify audience segments to target specific 
users and contexts in online advertising campaigns

2020 Q4

2021 Q1

2021 Q2

2021 Q3

2021Q4

2022 Q1
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WebLeads 6.0 Launch
Advanced information & filter, real-time WebLeads, Website visitor intelligence 
using AI, Analysing & Report, Similar leads, Tracking script (IP)S

Data enrichment
Enrich CRM and database, manage leads efficiently, and enable marketing 
personalization with over 100 business data points.

The future of Lead Generation
AI to predict leads and generate sales. 



Market considerations
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”Fastbase’s offering is strongly aligned with market trends"



Strategic considerations
Marketing strategy

Completed Incompleted or In Progress

Hyper growth is the rate at which we can growleads

Online marketing roll-out: Leads

1. Direct Email Marketing (double down on what is working currently)
2. Community and Influencer Marketing (LinkedIn groups, Blogs, Reviews) SourceC
3. Paid online marketing (Email marketing, AdWords, LinkedIn, Remarketing)
4. Partner distribution (Channel distribution, e.g. Newspapers, telcos,)
5. Integrations (App in marketplaces, e.g. Chrome store, Marketo, Salesforce, Infusionsoft) SourceB
6. Viral marketing (Refer-a-friend, Affiliate)
7. PR and Content Marketing
8. Experimentation (20% budget allocated to ongoing tests of new sources)

SourceA
Sales roll-out: Time
1. The speed at which Fastbase can hire and train salespeople Typically  each lead source maxes out – hence adding new lead sources 

is key to hyper growth.

What todo? Q3-2016 Q4-2016 Q1-2017 Q2-2017 Q3-2017 Q4-2017

Email- Google Analytics users 3 million Google analytics users 48 million Google Analyticsusers

Email– Target groups 5m illionemails to target groups, Dig ital marketers, CRMsystems, SEO

Blogs / Linkedin groups Joined 20 groups Co ntinue to
post

content

SEO ( Google search result) Create and submit
content

to Google search re sults

Adwords campaign Global test

Pressreleases Released in DK, SE, NO, US Pressreleases in 20 countries
ta

rgeting tech and bus inessmedia
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Q1 2021                                          Q2 2021                                    Q3 2021                          Q4 2021      

Hyper growth is the rate at which we can grow leads

United States, UK, Canada, Germany, Nordic All other countries

Users: MailChimp, Hubspot, Salesforce

Reach 3.500 tech writers and bloggers

SEO 

9 million Google Analytics users

Press releases: AP, Accesswire, Nasdaq News

Google Display banner



Strategic considerations
Market roll-out

§ Uplistingto Nasdaq
Small Cap Market

Roll-outMilestones

§ WebLeads 6.0 launched
§ Global Google Customer Ads target 9 million Google Analytics users World Wide.

§ Full implementation of revenue models: PPC,  
Subscription, Pay-to-go.

§ Improvement of user interface according to market feedback

§ Continuous data-crawling obtaining +100,000  new companies daily

Q3 2021 Q4 2021Q42020 Q12021 Q22021
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Global roll-out approaching
+50M most active companies
and top brands consecutively
until end 2021

WebLeads 6.0 (Beta) 
for Google Analytics 
BETA launched as 
free trial targeting 
Google Partners and 
150,000 Google 
Analytics users

Global roll-out approaching +30M Google Analytics users consecutively until
mid 2021

§ Marketing launch: Direct marketing (on- and off-line), PR, social media and 
viral according to the approach progress.

Global reach to setup 500 Partners/Resellers 
of Fastbase WebLeads solution in 60 countries.



Market considerations
Market potential

Fastbase’s offering is strongly aligned with market trends

Source: Hubspot

Fastbase targets a market that is growing rapidly, both
in terms of size and importance for thecustomers.
Fastbase can address the market in the following ways:

§ Fastbase is not just able to track leads, but also to  
help generate new leads through the AdWords for  
WebLeads function

§ Fastbase can make lead generation more cost  
efficient by proving an intuitive and, initially, free  
service

§ By offering a transparent solution, Fastbase can 
reduce its customers’ marketing budgets, while 
boosting  theeffect

§ Using the proprietary database that Fastbase has  
developed and data collected over the years,  the 
quality of leads are significantlyenhanced

§ By providing its users with detailed contact  
information, Fastbase makes it easier to convert  
leads into actualsales

The extensive functions included in the Fastbase  
software makes the company able to target the billion  
dollar market

58% say their lead budget will  
increase

53% say more than half their budget  
is allocated to lead generation

42% say lack of quality data is the  
biggest barrier to lead generation

74% say converting leads is a top  
priority

65% say lead generation is a top  
challenge

250MB2B
sites
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Market considerations
Market size - segmentation

Immense marketpotential

SecondaryfocusInitial focus

§ As of today there are approximately 1 billion websites worldwide. Of those it is estimated that 80M are B2B websites, which all classify as 
potential  customers for Fastbase

§ Fastbase has initially chosen to grab the “low hanging fruit” and will thus initially focus exclusively on the 50M Google Analytics users
§ The simple add-on integration with Google Analytics prompts for a fast roll-out to the initial target group. As of November 2020, more 

than 1.2 million websites are already signed up
§ Next step, which is expected to be realized Q1-Q2 2021, is to target the remaining approximately 80M B2B websites. Fastbase is already 

in  possession of contact information to these sites, and the target group can thereby be expanded with relative ease.

Websites
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1 billlion

B2BWebsites

80 Million

Google
Analytics  

users
50 million

Source: The Washington Post



Businessoverview
The Fastbase rationale

WHAT HOW WHY MARKET

The Fastbase website add-on is a  
unique add-on application that  

matches visitor-footprint withthe  
available data from the Fastbase  
proprietary database; one of the  

most extensive business  
databases worldwide

Fastbase is revolutionizing  
customer intelligence, targeted  

marketing and lead  
identification by turning static  

data into context depicting
consumer  behavior

250M companies with a website  
spend 16 billion dollars per year  

to generate leads.
A D&B survey shows that 75% of  

respondents say that accurate and  
complete data is critical for  

achieving their marketing goals for 
2021

Fastbase provides instant/real-
time access to valid and useful  

information about every  
company visiting the client’s  

website. In addition, the client is  
presented with contact  

information for everyvisitor

Comments

§ Fastbase provides its customers with a tool to identify potential target groups, and in addition instantly provides them with detailed 

contact  information for the company, thus taking lead generation to the next level

§ Ultimately, by using Fastbase the customers can greatly optimize their sales function and directly see an impact on their bottom-line
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Value proposition of Fastbase



Businessoverview
How does Fastbase do it? Technical foundation

The Fastbase solution is built upon five pillars of software/databases

Solution

§ Over a number of years  
the database has  
collected information  
about all companies,  
websites and contact  
persons worldwide

§ A self-developed  
database by Fastbase  
that provides the  
foundation for the  
Fastbase solution

SQL Database

§ Lastly, Fastbase’s users  
are presented with 
their website traffic as  
collected byFastbase

§ In addition, the users  
are presented with the  
opportunity to  
export/download the  
content

User interface

§ Using crawler  
technology the  
database automatically  
collects newly found  
entities, thus ensuring  
a complete database at  
anytime

§ A manual quality check  
is conducted by the  
Fastbase team on a  
dailybasis

Webcrawler

§ Fastbase has  
developed a script that  
builds on Google  
AnalyticsAPI

§ The script enables  
Fastbase to collect and  
manage data from  
their clients, who are  
signed up with Google  
Analytics

Google Analytics  
API

§ The self-developed  
Data Merger script  
merges the data  
collected through the  
Google Analytics API  
with the data from the  
proprietary SQL  
database

Data mergerScript
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Financial & Business Progression

Development WebLeads sign-up & EBITDA (US$)
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Bank:  
Nordea Bank  
Strandgade3
0900 København C
Tel. +45 33 33 33 33

Fastbase Inc.

Fastbase A/S

Gamle Carlsberg Vej 16
DK-2500 Valby
Phone  +45  212 400 40

Fastbase Inc.

140 Broadway, 46th Floor 
10005 New York United States 
Phone: +1- 800 490 7454 
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Thank you for your attention
Please contact us for further information
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Dashboard and Interface
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Fastbase website
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Fastbase Web leads dashboard
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Fastbase Map dashboard
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Google banner ads campaign for Fastbase InMarket Leads

Fastbase run Gmail Ads targeted at an audience with interest in business 
services, marketing and software. Campaign is primarily to target 
companies in U.S and Europe.

Fastbase targeted mobile ads campaign for InMarket Leads.
All Fastbase ads campaigns are optimized with advice from Google Inc. 

Sample of Google Ads campaign for Fastbase Inmarket leads

PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL


